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Abstract. One of the big challenges when developing intelligent assistance functions for commercial vehicles is how to handle complex data of various sensor systems. Therefore, a software system has been developed which realizes an abstraction of the concrete sensor system and allows to process the data in a uniform way. Furthermore, it allows to visualize the data in various ways. Experimental results show the functional capabilities and possible applications of the system.

1 Introduction

The development of assistance systems and even autonomous functions is an important topic in the area of commercial vehicles. Especially the domains of construction machines, agricultural vehicles, or municipal vehicles, have evolved in recent years. A precondition for such (semi-) autonomous systems is the perception of their environment. In particular dynamic objects like humans or animals in the machines work space must be detected. It is common sense that for outdoor scenarios a reliable perception can only be guaranteed by using multiple sensor systems, as one sensor can compensate the flaws of another one. One of the biggest challenges in this context is sensor data fusion and sensor data processing.

Therefore, this work describes a representation system, which stores information in so called “object maps”. These maps are software technically realized in a way that various object types can be stored. Furthermore processing algorithms can access all of these objects the same way. Therefore, these object maps realize an abstraction from the actually used sensors. Information from different sensors can be combined to increase the probability of the properties of a detected object. It is also possible to track objects over time in this map. If the sensor itself provides tracking information this can be used to improve the tracking but it is no precondition. Tracking of objects is also possible if the sensor does not provide any tracking information. Beside the requirements for processing and fusion of sensor data there is also the request for representing or visualizing the data. For the realization of different tasks, different views or representations of the data are required. To implement assistance functions or typical robot functionality, grid maps (2D or 3D) and sector maps are required. Developers usually visualize lots of information about the different objects and their history. Operators of vehicles, on the other hand, prefer reduced information sets on the current situation. Therefore, the introduced system provides possibilities to generate different views. Various types of maps can be generated on the basis of the object maps. Additional information can be added to the display if required. The system itself takes care about keeping the different views in a synchronous state. Therefore, the developed system is a very powerful tool, which specially supports processing information from various sensor systems.
and creates a basis for realizing assistance functions for mobile automation, especially in the domain of commercial vehicles.

2 State of the Art

Autonomous or semi-autonomous vehicles which need to travel beyond their sensory horizon, can either rely on potentially ineffective or misleading local search strategies or use some kind of world model, often referred to as a “map”. It can be provided a priori or build from experience to be able to store traveling paths, obstacles, ground characteristics, and other properties which are required to fulfill the task at hand.

Different data storage or map types have been developed which can be divided into the three classes of metrical, topological, and hybrid maps.

Metrical maps like occupancy grids [1,2,3,4], digital elevation maps [5,6], multi-level surface maps [7], and three-dimensional grids [3] divide the space into specific elements. The insertion of an object leads to the rasterization of this object which means that either one, or multiple cells are filled with the objects properties depending on its size. Afterwards, the information that all of these cells originally belonged this object is usually lost.

Topological maps represent the world as relevant places and their connections on an abstract level [8]. As they just store the detected objects and their properties and no free or undetected space, they are very storage efficient. Graph structures are often used to efficiently store data within these maps and retrieve their contents. In case of a navigation task, the place recognition is very important [9] to not produce artificial ghost nodes.

Many researchers have used combinations of metrical and topological approaches for solving the problems of autonomous mapping, robot localization, and navigation. These hybrid maps combine the advantages of both map types and can be classified by two approaches using hierarchy or abstraction to build the map. Hierarchical hybrid maps are organized in multiple layers. Highly precise metrical maps are used for local places where the precision is needed, while large scale navigation utilizes the computational tractability and compactness of topological data structures [10]. Abstraction-based hierarchical maps are usually built from metrical maps by creating an abstract topological graph.

Examples are Generalized Voronoi Graphs (GVG) [11] which model the topology of the free space. First an occupancy grid is constructed using Bayesian probability techniques that delivers the basis for a Voronoi diagram. Local minima of the base point distance of cells are called critical points. Lines between those points and their base points divide the space into topological regions that are used to construct a topological map.

In summary it can be said that the challenging task is to put sensor data, especially data from different sensors, into a map without loosing information. Furthermore, a uniform representation of information is an important precondition for efficiently developing autonomous or assistance functions. Therefore the idea of so called “object maps” is formulated in [12]. The existing Sensor Data Representation system has been extended by those object maps. In the remainder of this work the concept as well as some application examples and experimental results will be presented.

3 Concept of the Sensor Data Representation System

When designing a system for sensor data representation different views should be taken into account: From the control point of view, stored context knowledge should be provided on an as-needed basis in order to keep functional units as simple as possible. In essence, perspective,
resolution, and semantic content should reflect the functional units’ needs. From the sensor processing point of view, a wide variety of different properties should be storable in order to represent the environment as effective and natural as possible. Perspective, resolution, and semantic content should therefore reflect the specifics of the sensor system in question. In order to balance between expressiveness on the one hand and uniformity on the other, it is proposed to modularize representations into Structure and Content. While Structure reflects the general arrangement (i.e. logical location) of information, Content models the information itself. The interfaces of Structures represent one element of standardization introduced by this scheme. The second element of standardization is related to the modality of modeling Content with property sets. The standard Structures with accordant default content constitute the common communication interface which should preferably be used to transfer data between functional units. On the basis of these commitments, a uniform interface is provided which further allows the deployment of several standard transformation algorithms which are wrapped into standardized functional units called Handlers. Generic extensions for Content and Handlers provide additional expressiveness for the realization of flexible representations with appropriate base functionality as for example required by sensor processing or mapping facilities (both have a strong primary focus on data storage).

As a first modularization step, the separation of locality and semantics shall be highlighted. For that purpose, Figure 1 illustrates the refinement of the top-level partitions Structures and Content. As already mentioned above, a preferably small number of structural arrangements form the basis of the representation scheme. Typical structures for navigation tasks would for example be topological, grid-based, and sector-based arrangements. Structural entities contain generic content elements which can be accessed using the standardized structural interfaces. Structural entities possess full information on content locality which allows for the uniform treatment of
coordinate transformations between different structural entities. Note that such transformations – due to the strict separation of structure and content – can be applied independently of content translation on the semantic level.

While structure holds information on locality, content is to represent the semantics tied to entities at a given location. To meet the flexibility requirement, content elements have to be tailorable to represent arbitrary sets of features and context. Nonetheless, further elements of standardization shall be introduced to allow for generic translation between different semantic levels. That way, interdependencies between layers (e.g., sensor processing and control) can be avoided. The standardized part of content elements is encapsulated into type `ContentBase` while the generic part is distributed over a set of well-defined `ContentExtensions` (see Figure 1). Typical content extensions are the probabilistic classification, object pose information etc.

Fig. 2: Refined representation scheme featuring handler constructs.

Generic algorithms are implemented to handle structure and part of the content in a transparent fashion. In particular the transformations between different structures and the translation between various semantic levels of abstraction are of importance. `Handlers` are realized in a similar fashion as content elements. The standardized part is implemented in terms of parametric `HandlerBase` types which take a representation configuration as parameter. The generic part is modularized into `HandlerExtensions` traits which may be pulled into a concrete handler to deal with their corresponding `ContentExtension` trait. Figure 2 indicates the combination of the `HandlerBase` with suitable `Extensions` to yield concrete handler types. Furthermore, the relationship between `ContentExtensions` and `HandlerExtensions` is highlighted. Note that a concrete handler type may only provide the basis for handling the content. In sensor processing for example further algorithms are required to extract information from sensor data and to actually fill the representation. In some cases, however, standard combinations of `Handler/ContentBase` and accordant `Content/HandlerExtensions` provide fully functional algorithmic units. One evident class of such functional units are display facilities. The common top-level interface in terms of standardized
structure and content may be used for rudimentary drawing. Further details can gradually be added by introducing functionality via deploying further traits as outlined above.

The representation strictly separates **Structure** and **Content** in order to distinguish clearly between locality and semantics of the represented entities. Typical representation schemes for automation of commercial vehicles are e.g. grid map based structure. A grid can be defined by the cell coordinates of two corners yielding a rectangular structure. Furthermore, the cells are assigned a width and height which defines the resolution of the **Structure**. An other typical map type used in this context are sector-based **Structures** (Figure 3). Either as polar sector maps or as Cartesian sector maps. These configurations have been regarded as most suitable for describing relevant regions of the environment in a simplified and formal way. The **Sensor Data Representation** system also provides the possibility to combine different kinds of maps. An example of a combination of grid map and sensor maps is depicted in Figure 4.

Fig. 3: Sector-based structure with polar (a) and Cartesian (b) sector arrangements.

Fig. 4: An example of a combination of grid map and sector map representation.
4 Applications and Experiments

In the context of a joined project the Sensor Data Representation system is applied to a wheeled bucket excavator as well as to a garbage collection truck. The goal of the project is to develop assistance functions to increase safety. Therefore, the vehicles are equipped with four cameras, a 3D laser range finder, and four radar distance sensors. The cameras as well as the 3D laser range finder utilize their own evaluation box and provide lists of detected objects with specific properties. All sensor systems are connected to a central processing unit, which runs the Sensor Data Representation. The Sensor Data Representation combines the information of the sensors. Furthermore, it provides a visualization for the driver as well as a uniform representation for the assistance system and automatic warning system. The whole set up is visualized in Figure 5.

To evaluate the Sensor Data Representation, the sensor systems had been mounted to a test vehicle. As test environment a residential area with trashcans in front of the houses had been chosen. This situation provides lots of dynamic objects in the environment as well as the trashcans, which are typical for the garbage collection scenario. Figure 6a provides a color picture of a typical scene. The internal representation of the sensor data can be visualized as an annotated object maps (Figure 6b). All the information on the different objects gathered by the different sensors is stored in a special data structure. These object maps are used whenever detailed information on an object and its properties are required. For example when complex manipulation tasks should be realized those information are used.

On basis on this internal representation different views or maps can be generated. The Sensor Data Representation keeps all different maps synchronized. A representation which is typically required for navigation tasks is a so called “grid map”. In that kind of map obstacles are represented by grids. Each grid provides information whether it is blocked or not. An example of a grid map is depicted in Figure 4. Besides those Cartesian grid maps also polar grid maps, also called “seclet maps”, can be generated. While the Cartesian grid maps and the objects maps are mainly used for computer algorithms, the human operators prefer a reduced representation of the scene. Therefore, the polar grid maps, which just display whether there is an obstacle, or even a special type of obstacle, or not seem to be appropriate.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented the Sensor Data Representation system. A software tool, which realizes an abstraction of the specific sensor system and allows to process the data in a uniform way. It provides functionality for sensor abstraction, sensor fusion and sensor processing. Furthermore, it provides different possibilities for sensor data representation and visualization. After a short introduction and a brief discussion of requirements for a sensor data representation system, the concept of the developed system has been explained. Afterwards the functioning of the Sensor Data Representation is explained using an application example. This application comes from a joined project, which aims to increase safety for commercial vehicles. It has been show how the system can be used to realize an abstraction of the used sensor systems, as well as to generate multiple views to the store information.

The next steps in context of this project will be to generate a special view for the operators of the vehicles. As figured out in interviews with multiple machine operators, they prefer a simple visualization with colored boxes indicating newly detected obstacles. Human operators also prefer an overlay of the camera image, that means that the map is drawn in the current video image. The realization of these requirements will be one of the next steps within the Sensor Data Representation.
Fig. 5: Structure of the sensor and evaluation system: The Fusion Box evaluates the 4 video streams and the distance information, and generates a list of detected objects. The 3D laser ranger also evaluates the scan and provides an object list. The Generic Control Box is running the Sensor Data Representation and generates a uniform representation of the data.
Fig. 6: (a) Camera image of a typical scene in the residential area. (b) Screen shot from the fungui showing a 2D map visualizing object types, that were detected in different colors. In this case one vehicle (blue) and two trashcans (turquoise) were detected.
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